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Building Trust - The 23rd JRD Tata Oration
Speech delivered by Mr D Shivakumar
on 29th November at XLRI, Jamshedpur
Good evening Ladies and Gentlemen, my dear XLRI students, members of the media
fraternity. I am delighted to be here. Thank you XLRI board and Father Abraham for
giving me this privilege and honor to deliver this oration, the 23 rd JRD Tata Oration. Mr
Narendran messaged me about eight weeks ago and asked me if I would do this
oration. I accepted immediately. After that, Father Abraham sent me a list of people who
had done this oration before me, starting with JRD Tata himself. I know five of the last
twenty three speakers – Dr Patel, Dr Guha, Mr Tarun das, Laxman and Dr Pallam Raju.
Mr Narendran is not here with us since he is in Mumbai collecting an award on behalf of
Tata steel, a great institution. So, here I am ready to discuss „Building Trust‟.
Trust is declining in most countries, societies, companies and relationships. We live in
an era of diminishing trust. Trust is diminishing for many reasons: the world is getting
more selfish, the world is getting more materialistic, the measures of success are about
money, there is a „what‟s in it for me now‟ mindset and Trust is diminishing because
decision making favors short term goals over long priorities. Trust is also dropping
because consumers and citizens have more access to information and discriminate
whether institutions and leaders are deserving of their trust.
A recent global Edelman survey surveyed Trust amongst NGOs, Business, Media and
Government. Globally, Trust in NGOs was the highest, followed by trust in Business
enterprises followed by Media and Government. In India, the same study had Business
first, followed by NGOs, Media and Government. Here‟s the bad news from India, Trust
in three of the four groups dropped, with trust in media dropping the steepest. Trust in
Government is dropping but trust in regulators who are part of the Government is
increasing. We need to introspect why consumers and citizens trust is dropping and
more important what do we need to do to win back their trust.
I will over the next twenty five minutes attempt to answer the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why is trust declining?
What is the cost of low trust?
What is the benefit of high trust?
What can leaders do to build back trust? and
How does one build trust in a digital world?
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Trust is declining because the words and actions of those who lead us are not
trustworthy. We are scrutinizing our leaders much more closely today and every
imperfection and transgression is under the spotlight. Trust is dropping because there is
freedom in more countries today than before. Nearly half of the world‟s countries are
free with a free media. A free and unbiased media takes no prisoners. Trust declines
when we have doubts, when we have doubts, we withhold our commitment, when we
withhold our commitment, we don‟t believe in the cause anymore. There are so many
vehicles and people who create Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt about what‟s happening
around us. Each fear, each uncertainty and each doubt chips away at Trust. So,
someone needs to show the way to better trust.
Trust is declining because people have choices in every sphere of life, from choosing a
school, to a club, to a channel and to a newspaper. Choice forces people to pick
something more on qualitative factors versus hard quantitative data. Most qualitative
parameters finally converge to Trust.
Trust is declining because values are not being practiced. Values are like a lighthouse,
they provide us direction to a safe shore in choppy waters. A value for me is something
that one would die to uphold. We don‟t see enough examples of everyday practice of
values. Trust is declining because we are not increasing inclusivity.
Trust is a two way street, it involves two parties at a minimum. People involved should
be thinking about what‟s in it for us versus what‟s in it for me, see the greater good and
what we can do together. Intention that is purely self-interest creates a culture of
suspicion because the outcome will always be „survival‟. Mutuality and reciprocity are
central to creating and sustaining trust.
In 2006, when the India mobile subscriber base was 90 million, a few of us believed that
this could be 900 million in very quick time. In order to connect 90 million to 900 million,
we had to open up the rural market. The rural consumer didn‟t want a sim card
separately and a phone separately. So Nokia needed to partner with Airtel. The two
companies decided to run a thousand rural vans. The value of the rural drive got 60 %
revenue share for Nokia and 40 % for Airtel. Airtel didn‟t bat an eyelid and continued to
share a 50-50 cost sharing with Nokia because they knew that this would help them
over the year. The trust the two companies built with this simple act has stayed even
today.
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When we discuss trust, very few of us ponder to think about the consequences of low
trust. Trust is intangible and will not appear on balance sheets. Brand Trust reflects as
good will but trust in the organization or institution is not captured anywhere. A few
studies have shown that a lack of trust slows down work flow, slows down decisions,
and a lack of trust has a negative effect of about 10 % of GDP in any country. A trust
deficit doubles the cost of doing business according to some studies. When there is a
lack of trust, then every individual takes his own actions to get things done and that
leads to large scale corruption and governance issues. Over time this leads to social
strife. This strife produces its own version of strong men and basic rights take a beating.
Lack of trust takes a society down a vicious cycle and recovery takes decades. The
example of many countries in Africa is the best proof.
In an organization trust is the glue that keeps the culture together. Trust in senior
management keeps hopes alive, trust in senior management gets people to commit
their best. Trust in senior management attracts good talent to the company. Despite all
the benefits, few leaders spend time really thinking about this glue called trust. Warren
Bennis said it best “Leadership without trust is a contradiction in terms”.
Having spelt out the consequences of low trust, we should also look at the benefits of
high trust. The benefit of high trust is that more people will do what‟s right versus what‟s
convenient. They do so because they realize that this will benefit everyone. A good
example of great trust is the relationship between airline pilots and the Air Traffic
Controllers. There are thousands of planes in the air. A pilot trusts the ATC to give him
the right altitude and to keep him out of the way of other planes. The surprising part is
that Airline pilots and ATCs never meet in life. This trust has to be there because
mistakes are costly as it is a life and death situation.
Sports is another great example of high mutual trust for a common goal. A team works
to maximize the ability to score and everyone will pass the ball to the person who can
maximize that opportunity.
In organizations, we always look at commitment scores of employees. Commitment
scores of employees is simply the amount of discretionary effort that employees are
willing to put in for the company. There is a direct co relation between discretionary
effort and Trust in leadership or organization or both.
Trust impacts every line in an organization – the top line, the innovation line, the cost
line and the profit line. Very few variables impact all lines the way Trust does.
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The best leaders know that building trust is critical to their success. We have seen
Abraham Lincoln, Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, General Patton, Nelson
Mandela and JRD Tata himself. Franklin Covey said that Trust is a combination of
Character and Competence. Most leaders‟ get the competence part right and spend
time improving their skill set. However, very few leaders spend enough time thinking
about their character and the impact it has on people around them. Organizations and
Leaders who are high on competence and low on character will not survive in the long
term. Trust in a leader generates confidence and optimism in every sphere. Trust in a
leader builds powerful eco systems.
An authentic leader builds trust and hence we all seek and appreciate authentic leaders.
Leaders build trust when they bring clarity to the table, they communicate with passion
about the purpose. They consistently set a high benchmark and will not drop it to
appease a few people. They connect emotionally with large bands of people. They have
a high degree of commitment to do the right thing and agonize with their time and
effort to do the right thing. They are always grateful for the chance to be the leader and
show that in many ways to people, teams and corporations they lead.
I remember my time running the South India region for Unilever. My personnel
Manager was Georgie Antony, alum of XLRI, a great human being and a wonderful
manager. We had a unionized staff led by the late K Govindarajan and the long term
settlement came to a close on May 1, 1993. We had built a good, straight talking,
trustworthy relationship with KG and his team. We started the next long term
discussions on May 2 nd morning and signed the new long term settlement by 5 pm on
the same day. A process that would normally take 12-18 months in the company took
just eight hours. This one day signing had never been done before and has not been
done after. I believe the key to this 8 hour signing was a huge amount of trust between
us and KG. And everyone was happy. The next day, every employee celebrated this by
bringing sweets from home and sharing it in the office. The office resembled a sweet
shop that day. This further added to the trust in the region.
As a leader I realized that Trust is an outcome and not a tick in the box; in fact,
realized that Trust is an outcome of many ticks in many boxes.
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A good leader never compromises on his vision, but compromises for his vision. That‟s
what builds trust for him or her. Nelson Mandela is a leader whose vision was to unite
South Africa; he compromised on various elements to ensure that the vision was
realized. South Africa without the trust in Nelson Mandela would have been a different
story with a different ending. I know a number of people there. A friend of mine Anthony,
a white South African has named his daughter after Mandela.
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Building back trust is far more difficult compared to building Trust from scratch. People
rarely give you a second chance. Leaders can build trust by being straight and honest
with their stakeholders. Many leaders are economical with the truth and invariably make
the choice of disclosure on behalf of the recipients. I would argue that leaders need to
be honest and leave it to their stakeholders to judge the importance and relevance of
the information. That transparency builds more trust than selectively discussing
information. The outcome of telling the truth is that you don‟t have to remember it. Truth
telling is a step ahead of whistle blowing. A company where people tell the truth has
little whistle blowing. Ethics and good governance are foundations of building trust. Let
me give you a personal example.
On August 14 th 2007, Nokia announced a product advisory on the BL5C battery. Nokia
didn‟t have to disclose this but felt that it was the correct thing to do. Media went to
town, labelling this as a „bomb in your pocket‟. Nokia went to all stakeholders and
explained the honesty of approach, that they were protecting consumers with full
disclosure and not hiding anything from the consumer. The next two weeks were a
nightmare but Nokia‟s honesty won the day. A few months later, Nokia was voted
India‟s most trusted brand, the very first technology brand in that list. Nokia has stayed
in the list ever since and the key was the trust it built by being truthful and addressing
the issue in the best way. I was part of that team with Poonam Kaul and her team and
that Trust award gave us more joy than anything else we achieved in Nokia.
Trust in a digital world is very different from trust in a physical world. For a start, the
digital world has few rules and no boundaries. People are free to express what they
want and in the words they choose. A thought with momentum becomes a cause in a
digital world and we have seen examples of this starting with Tunisia. A Tunisian fruit
seller who burnt himself over the harassment from the police was captured on a mobile
camera and went public. The dictator who ruled Tunisia for twenty five years had to flee.
Trust built over years of toil can be burnt to the ground the way a forest is burnt to the
ground with a small bush fire. A company can only build trust in a digital world if the
company is humble, responsive and orchestrates the response from within the company
to address stakeholders concerns.
A digital world has given people and societies the right to information from sources they
trust. So the role of information and how it is communicated is a crucial element of
building trust. A digital world also judges you, your actions and words by the minute and
trust goes up and down almost every day. Leaders have to be careful about what they
tweet or blog in a digital world and a lame excuse like „ this is my private view and not
a public view or a company view‟ doesn‟t cut ice. We have seen commentators; leaders
etc. lose their credibility with poor comments. The memory in a digital world will come to
haunt you for decades. This social hard disk cannot be erased.
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Trust is about having faith, it is about not having to think, Trust is about being
dependable, Trust is a two way street. The benefits of trust are immense and obvious;
the consequences of poor trust are disastrous. I joined PepsiCo a year ago. As a new
entrant into the company, I realized that I had to win the trust of the PepsiCo system,
employees, eco system partners etc. I started a weekly learnings note that goes out to
the full company every Monday, I travelled half the month to meet people in the market,
in the factory so that they could experience me as a person and build their view of me
as a leader. I collect feedback after every meeting to ensure that the direction I am
setting with my team is clearly understood and more important not misunderstood.
Trust is about showing concern for stakeholder interests. There is no better example
than Jamshedpur. I have always seen Jamshedpur as a city of Trust and Tata‟s as an
institution of Trust. Jamshedpur, the Tata‟s and the trust here for the Tata‟s is a
wonderful example of all that I have said so far. This kind of trust is a bond that never
breaks and everyone here associated with the Tata‟s and XLRI should be proud and
uphold that trust with every action you take. That legacy of trust will keep us all coming
back to this JRD oration because we all believe that practicing ethics is the start of the
journey to build trust in relationships, companies and society.
Thank you everyone for your patience and attention. It is an honor to be here amongst
all of you who have built so much trust.
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XLRI CELEBRATED “ENSEMBLE 2014”
The 3-day extravaganza concluded with the Coke Studio Concert
20th November, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier BSchools recently celebrated its Annual Management Summit “ENSEMBLE 2014” with great
fervour. The theme of “Ensemble 2014” was ‘Reinventing Leadership, Redefining
Strategies’.
With a legacy of 14 years, XLRI Ensemble is viewed among the most awaited events in the
business school circuit. This year, Ensemble witnessed participation of around 4000 teams
from business schools across India including the IIMs, FMS, SIBM, SCMHRD, MDI, TISS and
IIFT. Along with intense competitions, the 3-day event also witnessed an array of
entertaining cultural and sporting events. The event was partnered by prominent
corporate names like, Colgate Palmolive, Airtel, Hindustan Petroleum and State Bank of
India, Woodland, Axis Bank, London Bridge, Turtle, Samsung among others.
The event was inaugurated in presence of Fr. E Abraham (Director of XLRI), Dr.
Pranabesh Ray (Dean - Academics, XLRI), Fr. S George (Dean – Administration, XLRI), Fr.
James Santhanam (Associate Dean - Student Affairs) and Mr. Alok Ramdev Kanagat (VP,
Engineering & Projects at Tata Steel Ltd. and CEO, Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd) as the Chief
Guest of the programme. Mr. Kanagat, in his speech, recounted his personal experiences in
working in various sectors of the industry and emphasised on the importance of humility,
compassion and the ability to take tough decisions and risks for a leader.
Over 40 events were held in 3 days cutting across all business domains, from finance and
marketing to operations, IR and HR.
Events like Strategikon (the flagship Consulting event), Prometheus (the flagship event in
Finance), Helios (the flagship operations event), Poseidon and Apollo (The domain events
of BM and HR) along with the flagship events of Ensemble - Circus Maximus and War of
Wits witnessed intense competitions among teams from the participating institutes.
Manthan, a case study competition and social event organized by Sigma, XLRI in
association with Kalamandir saw participation of close to 120 students from all over India.
Another flagship event of the summit was the Ideakon, conducted by the Entrepreneurship
Cell of XLRI. The event provided platform for start-up business owners, practitioners and
academicians to network with each other and aimed to inculcate entrepreneurial spirit
among students by motivating them with personal and professional experiences shared by
the speakers.
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In “Ensemble 2014”, Mock United Nations: Security Council was held in XLRI for the first
time, where delegates were given a chance to articulate their country's stand on an issue
before the council.
The key leadership event of Ensemble, the Idea Summit was conducted with two notable
speakers – Sudhir Mishra, Padma Bhushan winner acclaimed film director, known for
directing critically acclaimed films like Hazaaron Khwaishein Aisi, Dharavi and Chameli and
Dr. Devi Shetty, renowned for his contribution to increasing affordability of heart surgery
the chairman and Founder, Narayana Health and is famous. Dr. Shetty spoke at length about
the importance of innovation which is affordable.
A number of fun-events such as MasterChef – a culinary competition, bon- fire, Paintball,
Mono Acting, face painting, XLArena by Sports Committee were also lineed-up.
“ENSEMBLE 2014” also organised a series of cultural events including Kathakali
performance organised in association with SPICMACAY Society, Chitrahaar- Bollywood
musical programme, Comedy night featuring Nitin Gupta, aka Rivaldo, theatrical
performance by students – ‘Ek Ruka Hua Faisla’ in association with DRACULA- the
Dramatis society of XLRI, performance by XLRI’s famous rock band Bodhi Tree and Surjo.
It was the gala Coke Studio with MTV Concert featuring The Raghu Dixit Project that
brought curtains down to the three-day long extravaganza- “ENSEMBLE 2014” and had the
audience grooving to the refreshing recreation of folk music.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management
institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur
(www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking
business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management
programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually
strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous
organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
For further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya
Ketchum Sampark
9831957377
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MEDIA RELEASE
November 10, 2014

XLRI ORGANISED 1ST NATIONAL ANNUAL CONCLAVE “SYNERGY 2014”
XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools recently hosted the 1st edition
of its National Annual Conclave – “SYNERGY 2014” in Mumbai. The theme for ‘Synergy 2014’ is “The
Role of India Inc. in Reviving the Nation’s Growth Story”.
The conference was conceptualized and organised by 3 of the oldest and most prestigious committees
at XLRI- CRUX (Consulting and Research Undertaking @ XLRI),FINAX(Finance Association at XLRI) and
AXIOM (Association at XLRI for Industrial and Operations Management) amalgamates two national
conferences of XLRI - ‘Gnosis’ - Annual Finance Symposium and ‘Insight’- XLRI’s Annual Consulting
Conference.
The Day 1 of ‘Synergy 2014’ witnessed eminent industry leaders such as Ms. SeemaModi (MD, Heinz
India), Mr. Krish Shankar (CHRO, Philips), Mr. AvartanBokil, (Vice President, Group Strategy at RPG
Enterprises), Mr. Srinivas Chunduru, (President, HR & Strategy, Piramal Enterprises), Mr. Paresh Nair
(Head of Supply Chain at BoehringerIngelheim, India) amongst others discuss and deliberate on key
issues pertinent to business in an era of phenomenal, non-linear change.
At the inaugural session, Ms. SeemaModi (MD, Heinz India) commented, “What set me thinking was
the theme. When we think of growth, we always think what the government can do, but this is the first
time I really thought over what IT IS THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE TO A NATION’S GDP growth. Two
things that we business leaders need to do, is to be fiscally responsible and socially sensitive“. She
emphasized the need for business leaders’ need to be fiscally responsible and socially sensitive and
quoted multiple examples from her work in the FMCG sector.
At the event, Mr. Krish Shankar (CHRO, Philips) said, “Indian economy is an economy of complexity and
paradox. 20-25 years ago, manufacturing and country’s growth, both were closely tied together. In the
last five years, things have changed and the role of manufacturing is going smaller. We need to come
up with new insights.” Focusing specially on the areas of strategy, HR and M&A, Mr. Krish Shankar
stressed on asking the right questions. He also focused on the importance of talent and culture based
due diligence, adding that “Management of intangibles is very important”.
The Second Day of ‘Synergy 2014’ witnessed eminent industry leaders such as Mr. Navneet Munot
(ED & CIO – SBI MF), Mr. Saurabh Sarkar (MD and CEO MCX - SX), Ms. Deepika Mathur (SVP – HDFC
Ergo General Insurance Co) amongst others talked on topics like Future of Finance and The Way
Forward for the Indian General Insurance Industry.
Identifying the banking sector as the most important for growth and acknowledging the issues of
regulatory compliance, Mr. Saurabh Sarkar (MD and CEO MCX - SX) said that, “India is under-banked,
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but the cities are over-banked. For propelling growth, there is a need to look beyond cities and get
money from new areas. This could include the informal sector or even avenues like Islamic Banking, till
now uncaptured. Judge the risk appetite and follow the money.”
Talking on the future of finance, Mr. Navneet Munot (ED and CIO, SBI MF) said “We have seen
financialization of the economy – financial markets have become inevitable for the growth of the real
economy. The financial markets will become digitized in the future as, unlike other industries, the
financial sector has not seen the disruptive power of technology, yet”.
Panel discussions were held on ‘Business model transformations and innovations’ and “M&A
Integration and HR Readiness”. All industry leaders highlighted the need for innovation, given the
constant change that is being brought about in business dynamics.
In Scale, the operations leg of the conference, Mr. Alvis Lazarus (India head Distribution Center,
Flipkart) shared his views on how a career is supply chain is exciting and what are the challenges
presented while working for an e-commerce giant. In this segment, panel discussion on ‘Supply Chain in
India: Are we geared up?’ was held.
While on the 2nd day of the conference, panel discussion on ‘Indian Insurance Sector – the way ahead’
was held with speakers like Mr. Praveen Gupta (MD & CEO - Raheja QBE General Insurance Co) and
Ms. Deepika Mathur (SVP – HDFC Ergo General Insurance Co) amongst others.
Dr. Munish Thakur, Professor, Strategy, XLRI commented, “Recovering from a period of sluggish
growth, the Indian economy is still in a formative stage and hence, the kind of actions each stakeholder
in India’s growth takes in the foreseeable future become extremely important in shaping Indian
economy. Changes in business models, renewed focus on innovation, consolidation of the market to
extract maximum synergy and transform human talent, a strong financial market built on sound
financial intermediaries, elimination of infrastructural constraints and building on the existing supply
chain and logistics network are identified as some of the areas which could be explored in the context of
accelerating and sustaining India’s growth. At SYNERGY 2014, we aimed to provide a platform for
healthy discussion on point of views of our eminent panelists on a range of topics with the objective of
understanding the present better, building a vision for future and, formulating strategies and action
plans to achieve that vision.”
“Synergy 2014” held a series of inter B-School competitions such as the ‘The B-School Debate 2014’,
‘The Stock Pitch Challenge’, a competition on equity investment ideas and ‘Sanshodhan- Paper
Presentation competition’ - a paper presentation competition on Contemporary topics on Logistics and
Supply Chain. All the competitions saw active participation from students of institutes including SP
Jain, NMIMS, NITIE, JBIMS, KJ Somaiya and SIBM Pune.
The event also witness launch of magazines - “Visionaries” on consulting by CRUX, “The Finance
Manager” on finance by FINAX and “Axis” on operations by AXIOM. These magazines are an endeavor
to create a platform for enthusiasts across a wide spectrum to pour in their ideas and share their
opinions on various relevant topics.
Page | 2
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About XLRI:
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India founded in
1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the
institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio
of management programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its
mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry
sectors.
For further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya
Ketchum PR
9831957377
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XLRI FELICITATES ITS DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS
At the ‘Annual Homecoming 2014’
11th November, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools
organized the ‘Distinguished Alumnus Awards Ceremony’ at the ‘Annual Homecoming 2014’
today.
24 prominent alumni of the institute received the Distinguished Alumnus Trophy from Fr. E.
Abraham S.J., Director, XLRI across seven categories.
Mr. Rana Sinha, Managing Director, Tata Hitachi Construction Machinery Co. Ltd & National
President, XLRI Alumni Association and Prof. Sharad Sarin, Chairperson, Alumni, XLRI were also
present on the occasion.
About 250 XL Alumni participated in this year’s Homecoming that included the batches of 2004 who
celebrated their 10th reunion year and 1979 batch that is celebrating their 30th reunion.
Fr. E. Abraham S.J., Director, XLRI commented on the occasion, “XLRI Homecoming is an important
annual event for us. Presently, the alumni base of XLRI is around 14,000 and we intend to engage all
our alumni, across programs and year to participate in this event.”
“Our alumni are the torch bearers of XLRI’s values and mission and role models for our younger
generations. I congratulate the recipients of The Distinguished Alumnus Awards,” he added.
Prof. Sharad Sarin, Chairperson, Alumni, XLRI said, “Today, on the occasion of the Annual
homecoming, we are felicitating our 24 alumni, who are the winners in their respective fields”.
“XLRI can claim to have the most active networking of Alumni amongst Indian Business Schools.
Every year the alumni chapters have their get-togethers in cities across India and abroad. Recently,
in October 2014, alumni meets were held in various cities in USA, Dubai and Toronto” he added.
The Winners in different categories of ‘Distinguished Alumnus Awards’:
Mr. B.L. Raina - (BME-1973 batch) Former MD, Tinplate
Company of India Ltd (TCIL)
Mr. David D’Costa – (BMD-1976 batch) MD, Pure Water House
Mr. Mario Lobo – (PMIR-1977 batch) MD, Personnel Search
Services Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. Madhukar Kamath – (BMD-1976 batch) Group CEO and
MD, DDB Mudra Group
Ms. Rekha Menon – (PMIR-1981 batch) Managing Director,
Distinguished Alumnus Award Human Resources, Accenture
Lifetime Achievement Award
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(Practicing Manager)

Distinguished Alumnus Award
(Academician)

Distinguished Alumnus Award
(Entrepreneur)

Distinguished Alumnus Award
(Public Service)

Mr. Johnson Alexander – (PMIR-1981 batch) Director of
Human Resources and QHSE at Dulsco, Dubai
Mr. N.S. Rajan – (BMD-1983 batch) Group CHRO and Member
of Group Executive Council of Tata Sons
Mr. S.V. Nathan – (PMIR-1983 batch) Director -Talent, Deloitte
Consulting India Pvt. Ltd
Mr. Sandeep Bakshi – (BMD-1983 batch) Managing Director &
CEO, ICICI Prudential
Mr. Ajay Kaul – (BMD-1989 batch) CEO of Jubilant FoodWorks
Ltd
Dr. Girish Punj – (BMD-1974 batch) Professor of Marketing,
University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT
Dr. Kannan Srinivasan – (BMD-1980 batch) Professor of
Management, Marketing and Business Technology, Carnegie
Mellon University
Mr. Ronald D’Costa – (BMD-1970 batch) Owner of Boulevard
Hotel, Jamshedpur
Mr. Vivek Das – (BMD-1973 batch) Advertising Photographer
Ms. Ashraf Patel – (PMIR-1990 batch) Co-founder of Pravah
Ms. Gargi Banerji – (PMIR-1988 batch) Co-founder of NGO‘Pragya’
Mr. Vikram Misri, IFS – ( BMD-1986 batch) Ambassador of
India to the Kingdom of Spain
Mr. Ankur Gupta, IAS – ( BMD-1988 batch) IAS Director
General-cum- Secretary, Higher Education Department,
Chandigarh
Ms. Ministhy Nair, IAS – ( PMIR-1998 batch) District
Magistrate, Barabanki, Uttar Pradesh
Dr. Akash Khurana – ( BMD-1977 batch) Actor & Director

Distinguished Alumnus Award
(Communication & Performing
Mr. Mohan Raman – ( BMD-1978) Actor
Arts)

Distinguished Alumnus Award Mr. Sanjeev Kapur – ( BMD- 1998 batch) CMO & Head of
(Young Achiever)
Customer Franchise Management, Citi India
Mr. Gautam Ghosh – ( PMIR- 1999 batch) Member of the HR
team at Philips India
Mr. Kumar Ankit – ( BMD-2011 batch) Co-founder & Executive
Director, Green Leaf Energy
XLRI Alumni Association has Alumni Chapters both in India and abroad. In India, the XLRI Alumni
Chapters are in Bangalore, Delhi, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune. XLRI also has
Alumni Chapters in Singapore and Dubai. In U.S.A. it has chapters in San Jose (covering Bay Area),
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Dallas (covering the State of Texas), Washington DC, New Jersey, New York, Boston (covering New
England), Chicago (covering mid-west region), as well as in Toronto (Canada).
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India
founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the
last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of
international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications. Its
alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in
their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and
management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
For further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya
Ketchum Sampark PR
9831957377
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Press Release

XLRI to host its Annual Business Summit “Ensemble 2014”
Kolkata, 10th November, 2013: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, one of India’s
premier B-Schools is all set to host the 14th edition of its Annual Management Summit ‘ENSEMBLE 2014’ from 14th to 16th of November at XLRI, Jamshedpur.
The forthcoming summit promises intense competition and entertaining cultural events
that are true reflections of the atmosphere at XLRI. This year “Ensemble 2014” offers total
prize money worth a whopping Rs.15 lac and looks forward to ignite the creative fervour
and stir passion and zest among the student community. The event is partnered by
prominent corporate names like, The partners for this edition include Colgate Palmolive,
Airtel, Hindustan Petroleum and State Bank of India, Woodland, Axis Bank, London Bridge,
Turtle, Samsung, PosterGully.com, SafeExpress, SCNext, TheCollegeFever.com, Engage Deo
Sprays, White Angels Travel Solutions, Eazyroam, KnowAFest.com, Twenty19 and
TestFunda.com.
The event, highly regarded as one of the top Business Summits in India has consistently
seen participation from students across the top B-schools in the country. This year,
“Ensemble 2014” has registered participation of over 4000 teams from business schools
across India including IIM-A, IIM-B, IIM-L, FMS, IIM-S, NMIMS and MDI.
For the first time, Ensemble is hosting Coke Studio by MTV - live in concert. Coke Studio is
known to create soul-stirring music with a plethora of brilliant artists who jam together to
conjure magic through melody.
Amongst the highlights this year is the Modern United Nations: Security Council event,
to be conducted in collaboration with International Student Exchange Program of XLRI.
Formulated along the lines of the real United Nations, it will test strategic, diplomatic and
realpolitik skills of the participants. The legacy of leadership at XLRI continues this year
with the ‘The Next Gen Leader’ which aims to discover leadership potential in the bright
minds of top institutions such as IIM-A, IIM-L, IIM-B, IIM-I, XLRI, SPJAIN, IMT, MDI, XIMB
and IIM-S. This event offers Rs. 1 lac in prize money, winner takes all!
There are over 50 interesting events scheduled across the three days and the events have
been designed to test the students on an intellectual and creative basis using tools such as
live projects, case studies and simulations. Ensemble promises to deliver higher standards
and benchmark of excellence while sustaining the industry-student interface.
Dracula, the theatre and cultural committee will showcase a play ‘Ek Ruka Hua Faisla’, an
Indian adaptation of’12 Angry Men’ which promises to leave the eager audience
spellbound. Other fun events include MasterChef, a cooking competition, a movie screening
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on campus, Futsal competition, Paintball Tournament, mono acting, face painting, solo
dance, song competitions and a performance by Bodhi Tree, XLRI’s very own Rock Band.
‘Ensemble 2014’ promises to enthrall and enrich the student community while remaining
rooted to its ideals and values of sustainability and always working for the greater good.
About XLRI:
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management
institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur
(www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking
business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management
programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually
strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous
organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
For further information, please contact:
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XLRI TO HOST ‘ANNUAL HOMECOMING 2014’
ON NOVEMBER 8th – 9th, 2014
3rd November, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-School is all set
to host ‘Annual Homecoming’ of 2014 on November 8th -9th, 2014. About 250 XL Alumni are
expected to participate in this year’s Homecoming including the batches of 2004 celebrating their
10th reunion and 1979 celebrating their 30th reunion.
Fr. E. Abraham S.J., Director, XLRI commented on the occasion, “XLRI Homecoming is an important
annual event for us. Presently, the alumni base of XLRI is around 14,000 and we intend to engage all
our alumni, across programmes and year to participate in this event.”
The highlight of the Annual Homecoming event is the ‘Distinguished Alumnus Awards Ceremony’.
This year, 24 distinguished alumni have been selected to receive awards in seven categories. The
event is to be held on the evening of November 8th, 2014.
The Distinguished Alumnus Awards Categories are:








Lifetime Achievement Award
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Practicing Manager)
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Academician)
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Young Achiever)
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Entrepreneur)
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Public Service)
Distinguished Alumnus Award (Communication & Performing Arts)

Prof. Sharad Sarin, Chairperson, Alumni, XLRI said, “XLRI can claim to have the most active
networking of Alumni amongst Indian Business Schools. Every year the alumni chapters have their
get-togethers in cities across India and abroad. Recently, in October 2014, alumni meets were held
in various cities in USA, Dubai and Toronto”.
“In 2008 we had created the XLRI Endowment Fund (XEF) and very recently XEF USA has been
registered as a non-profit association. Thus, helping our alumni based in USA contributing to the
fund get income-tax deduction”, he added.
XLRI Alumni Association has Alumni Chapters both in India and abroad. In India, the XLRI Alumni
Chapters are in Bangalore, Delhi, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune. XLRI also has
Alumni Chapters in Singapore and Dubai. In U.S.A. it has chapters in San Jose (covering Bay Area),
Dallas (covering the State of Texas), Washington DC, New Jersey, New York, Boston (covering New
England), Chicago (covering mid-west region), as well as in Toronto (Canada).
Mr. Rana Sinha, Managing Director, Tata Hitachi Construction Machinery Co. Ltd is the National
President of the XLRI Alumni Association.
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About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India
founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the
last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of
international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications. Its
alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in
their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and
management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
For Further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya
Ketchum Sampark PR
9831957377
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XLRI TO HOST 1ST NATIONAL ANNUAL CONCLAVE “SYNERGY 2014”
On 6th & 7th November, 2014 in Mumbai
XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools is all set to host the 1st
edition of its National Annual Conclave – “SYNERGY 2014”. The 2 days long conference aims to
bring together eminent industry leaders and academicians on a common platform to discuss
and deliberate on key issues pertinent to business in an era of phenomenal change.
The theme for ‘Synergy 2014’ is “The Role of India Inc. in Reviving the Nation’s Growth Story”.
The conference organized by 3 of the oldest and most prestigious committees at XLRI- CRUX
(Consulting and Research Undertaking @ XLRI), FINAX (Finance Association at XLRI) and AXIOM
(Association at XLRI for Industrial and Operations Management) amalgamates two national
conferences of XLRI - ‘Gnosis’ - Annual Finance Symposium and ‘Insight’- XLRI’s Annual
Consulting Conference.
Fr. E. Abraham S.J. Director of XLRI commented about the event, “Over the years Gnosis and
Insight, the annual conferences of FINAX and CRUX respectively have had eminent speakers and
have grown to become important forums for exchange on ideas on the strategic, economic and
financial scenario in India. With widened scope spanning the fields of consulting, finance and
operations, ‘SYNERGY’ is an attempt to make the event even bigger and better”.
“Synergy 2014” would witness prominent speakers such as Mr. Sanjay Bhandarkar (M.D,
Rothschild), Mr. Krish Shankar (CHRO, Philips), Mr. Avartan Bokil, (Vice President, Group
Strategy at RPG Enterprises), Mr. Srinivas Chunduru, (President, HR & Strategy, Piramal
Enterprises), Mr. Paresh Nair (Head of Supply Chain at Boehringer Ingelheim, India), Mr. Alvis
Lazarus (India Head, Distribution Centre and Line Haul Operations at Flipkart.com) and Mr.
Srinivas Iyer (General Manager Supply Chain -Laboratory Solutions India, Thermo Fisher
Scientific India), Mr. Praveen Gupta (MD & CEO, Raheja QBE General Insurance Co), Mr.
Ravichandran (President, Tata AIG General Insurance Co) and Mr. Navneet Munot (Executive
Director & Chief Investment Officer, SBI Mutual Fund) among other eminent speakers.
Dr. Munish Thakur, Professor, Strategy, XLRI commented, “Recovering from a period of
sluggish growth, the Indian economy is still in a formative stage and hence, the kind of actions
each stakeholder in India’s growth takes in the foreseeable future become extremely important
in shaping Indian economy. Changes in business models, renewed focus on innovation,
consolidation of the market to extract maximum synergy and transform human talent, a strong
financial market built on sound financial intermediaries, elimination of infrastructural
constraints and building on the existing supply chain and logistics network are identified as
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some of the areas which could be explored in the context of accelerating and sustaining India’s
growth. At SYNERGY 2014, we expect a healthy discussion on point of views of our eminent
panelists on a range of topics with the objective of understanding the present better, building a
vision for future and, formulating strategies and action plans to achieve that vision.”
“Synergy 2014” shall also hold a series of inter B-School competitions such as the ‘The B-School
Debate 2014’, ‘The Stock Pitch Challenge’, a competition on equity investment ideas and
‘Sanshodhan- Paper Presentation competition’ - a paper presentation competition on
Contemporary topics on Logistics and Supply Chain.
The event would also witness launch of magazines by CRUX and FINAX.
About XLRI:
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in
India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in).
Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management
school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research
publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible
business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the
professional growth and management of numerous organisations and institutions across
industry sectors.
For Further information, please contact:
Debaparna/ Ratandip
Ketchum Sampark PR
9831957377/ 9831065653
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XLRI Organised ‘3rd International Workshop on Inclusive
Finance’
Held XLRI-NABARD ‘Innovations4Impact Award’ Presentation
Organised Inter B-School competition ‘XLRI-Citi Financial Inclusion Challenge’
4th November, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, recently hosted the ‘3rd
International Workshop on Inclusive Finance’. The theme of the workshop was ‘Making
Finance and Insurance Markets Work for the Poor’.
Fr. E. Abraham, S.J. Director of XLRI commented, “Since its launch 3 years ago, we are
happy to know that XLRI‟s inclusive finance event has emerged as a platform to generate
ideas and solutions of financial inclusion”.
The 3-day long workshop was inaugurated on 31st October in presence of Fr. E. Abraham,
S.J. (Director of XLRI), Mr. B Sriram (Managing Director, State Bank of India), Mr. Vijay
Mahajan (Founder and Chief Executive Ofiicer, BASIX Group) and Dr. H. K. Pradhan,
(Professor of Finance and Economics, XLRI Jamshedpur). On the occasion, Dr. Pranabesh
Ray (Dean [Academics] at XLRI) read out the „Rashtiya Ekta Divas‟ pledge commemorating
the birth anniversary of Sardar Ballabh Bhai Patel.
In the inaugural address, delivered by Mr. B Sriram, MD, State Bank of India, he
distinguished between Financial Inclusion and Inclusive Finance, which he said, is wider &
encompasses both means and an end. Inclusive Finance has a superior focus on
relationships, rather than products, he observed.
In his keynote address, Mr Vijay Mahajan, Founder and Chairman of BASIX touched
upon the history of banking, mutual bodies and microcredit across centuries across the world
and contended that the co-operative and “Mutuals” structure- sans a profit motive- is most
appropriate for players in the microfinance space. Pointing out need for more research on
this he added that social cost must be factored in while assessing performance of these firms.
XLRI-NABARD ‘Innovations4Impact Award’ Presentation was also organised at the
workshop. Seven selected innovators in micro-finance domain and social entrepreneurs from
all across India demonstrated their innovations to a panel of experts and workshop
participants.
Among them were- Bandhan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd, Kolkata who showcased their
project of ‘Targeting the Hard Core Poors’ where they ran a financial literacy drive in the
remote areas of Murshidabad; Sub-K iTransactions Ltd, Hyderabad, whose presentation
was‘Mobile Technologies & Branchless Banking’; Leaps & Bounds, Pune showcased
their project ‘SHG Accounting & MIS System using Tablet PC’ they launched for SHGs in
Nandurbar Districts of Maharastra in association with NABARD; ‘Rang De’ the web based
social initiative from Bangalore that supports rural entrepreneurs from low income
households by providing access to low cost microcredit presented their ‘Peer-to-Peer
Lending Model’; VimoSEWA, Community-based Micro Insurance company, Ahmedabad
talked about their “voluntary, stand alone, multi-product, full service micro insurance
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distribution model’; Wealth Risk presented their innovative service of ‘weather
insurance’ and Reserve Bank of India, Chennai showcased their Financial Gallery they
have set up to showcase various banking aspects and the concept of financial literacy to
visitors.
Their presentations evoked a lot of interest and appreciation leaving the delegates with
inspiration to think out of the box about access, management and delivery of inclusive
finance.
The seven winners were felicitated by Fr. E. Abraham S.J. Director of XLRI and Mr.
Subrata Gupta, Chief General Manager, NABARD. The trophies were accepted by Mr.
Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, Chairman & MD, Bandhan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd; Mr. D.
Sattaiah, Managing Director, Sub-K iTransactions Ltd; Mr. Bhushan Dere, CEO, LEAPS
& BOUNDS; Mr. N K Ramakrishna, Co-founder & CEO, Rang De; Mr. Arman
Oza, CEO, VimoSEWA; Mr. Anuj Kumbat, CEO, Weather Risk Management Services Ltd;
and Mr. S. Thyagarajan, DGM, Reserve Bank of India, Chennai.
Dr. HK Pradhan, Professor of Finance and Economics at XLRI & Convener of the
Workshop said, “Deepening of financial inclusion is the priority in government policy, and
the workshop brings all stake holders such as banks, insurance companies, technology and
telecom providers, for an intensive discussion. The event serves as a forum for intensive
discussions for all practitioners and stakeholders involved in financial inclusion. I hope that
the workshop brings out actionable insights to achieve the noble objective of inclusive
finance”.
As part of the 3rd International Workshop on Inclusive Finance, an inter B-School
competition ‘XLRI-Citi Financial Inclusion Challenge’ on the theme – ‘Innovations in
Financial Literacy and Consumer Protection’ was held. 11 finalist teams from noted BSchools across the country were invited to showcase their presentation before an eminent
Jury Panel, that included Mr. Rajarshi Chakraborty (Director, Citibank N.A.), Ms. Tanwi
Kumari (Specialist (Asia), Smart Campaign, Center for Financial Inclusion, ACCION), Dr.
Angela C. Lyons (Director, University of Illinois - Center for Economic and Financial
Education, Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics) and Mr. J. K. Thakar
(Deputy General Manager (MC and FI), State Bank of India).
The finalists comprised teams from IIM-B, IIM-Trichy, IRMA-Anand, SIBM-Pune, XIMBhubaneswar, XIMR-Mumbai, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics- Pune, IFMR –
Chennai, NMIMS - Mumbai and XLRI-Jamshedpur. The team from IRMA was adjudged
winner of the competition.
“Our goal was to engage students to develop customer centric approach and attitudinal
changes that are needed for the financial service providers, and design stronger client
protection principles embodying ethical guidelines while dealing with vulnerable clients, and
how to provide consumers of financial products with adequate information, thereby enabling
prudent behavior, without any hidden costs or a false promise or deceive, and how to
educate clients to undertake judicious financial decisions to ensure future financial security”,
commented Dr. H K Pradhan.
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The „3rd International workshop on Inclusive Finance‟ witnessed several panel discussions
and plenary sessions that were participated by eminent speakers like Dr. Jean Dreze
(Development Economist & Professor, Delhi School of Economics), Mr. Aloysius P
Fernandez (Director and Chairperson, Board of Directors of NABFINS), Dr. Alok Misra
(Chief Executive Officer, Micro-Credit Ratings International Ltd), Mr. Y.C. Nanda (Former
Chairman, NABARD), Mr. Chandra Shekhar Ghosh (Chairman and Managing Director,
Bandhan Financial Services Pvt. Ltd.), Mr. Prakash Kumar (General Manager, SIDBI), Dr.
Rangan Vardhan (Chief Executive Officer, MicroGraam) to name a few.
The 3-day workshop also witnessed presentations Academicians and practitioners in the
domain of finance in India and abroad.
A cultural performance of Chau Dance recital was organised at XLRI Campus
The workshop concluded with a “Doctoral Colloquium” on the concluding day where the
ongoing researches on inclusive finance were showcased.
A “Knowledge Fair” was also held in parallel having stalls by regulators, banks and MFI
firms alike, to spread awareness about innovations in this space.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute
in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the „steel city‟ of Jamshedpur
(www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking
business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management
programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives
to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations
and institutions across industry sectors.
For further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya/ Ratandip Gupta
Ketchum Sampark PR
9831957377/ 9831065653
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XLRI Announces Admission to Master of Science Degree in Positive
Organization Development & Change (MPOD) 2015
28th November, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools
and Weatherhead School of Management at Case Western Reserve University (Cleveland,
USA), jointly invite applications for admission to the programme Master of Science Degree in
Positive Organization Development & Change (MPOD) 2015.
The last day to apply is 31st January, 2015.
MPOD is a 15 month modular programme designed specifically for mid-career executives that
aims to build new capabilities in strategic-level change management, broaden knowledge of
leading-edge theory and practice in appreciative inquiry, strength-based human resource
development and positive organizational change research, develop emotional intelligence and
explore ways of sustainable enterprises.
The program is conducted in six modules spread over 15 months with the first 5 modules of 1week duration at XLRI Campus, Jamshedpur and the final 6th module of 2-weeks at Case
Western’s campus in USA. The modules are spaced 10-12 weeks apart, making the program
flexible enough for the executives and enabling them to attend on-campus classroom sessions
without disrupting their busy work schedules.
The program is facilitated jointly by a highly distinguished team of faculty at XLRI and Case
Western who are thought leaders, authors, researchers and practitioners having pioneering
impact in the areas of Appriciative Inquiry, Emotional Intelligence, Resonant Leadership,
Strategic Thinking, Change Management, Human Resource Development and Sustainable
Enterprises including Dr. David Cooperrider, Prof. Richard Boyatzis, Dr. J. Singh among others.
On successful completion of all six modules of the program, candidates will be awarded Case
Western’s Master of Science degree in Positive Organization Development & Change and two
post-graduate certificates in Appreciative Inquiry for Business and Societal Benefit, and
Developing Leadership through Emotional Intelligence jointly by XLRI and Case Western.
The fees for this programme is $29,000 or the Rupee equivalent Rs. 17,40,000 covering the
tuition fee, programme material and on-campus accommodation during each of the modules.
To
apply
to
the
programme,
the
candidates
are
to
visit
http://weatherhead.case.edu/degrees/mpod-india/admission and complete an online
application form. The candidates are to be selected on the basis of telephonic interviews and
assessment of their work experiences.
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To avail further information, candidates can connect to (0657) 665 3128 or 9431704250 or mail
at jittusingh@xlri.ac.in.

About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in
India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in).
Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management
school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research
publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible
business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the
professional growth and management of numerous organisations and institutions across
industry sectors.
About Weatherhead
The Weatherhead School of Management is different from other business schools. Bold in
ideation, creative in approach, and adaptive in interactions within a changing business
environment. Weatherhead has enhanced traditional management education by integrating
the fundamentals of business with ideas and practices that change individuals, organizations,
and societies. On Case Western Reserve University’s campus, located at the heart of University
Circle, students find themselves in one of the densest concentrations of educational, scientific,
medical and cultural institutions in the United States.

For further information, please contact:
Debaparna Bhattacharya
Ketchum Sampark
9831957377

